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UNX ANNOUNCES NEW PREMIUM SOLVENT PRE-SPOTTER OUST 
 

 
Greenville, N.C. (Aug. 15, 2021) – Every year, hotels and other hospitality facilities discard thousands of barely-
used bath and bed linens because of stubborn cosmetic and tanning lotion stains. Cleaning these products is often 
labor intensive and not cost-effective, making disposal a costly, but necessary option. UNX Industries is excited to 
announce the launch of their new premium pre-spotter treatment, Oust.  
 
Oust’s proprietary concentrated solvent makes it an exceptionally versatile pre-spotter, effectively removing tough 
oily dirt and stains on linens, towels and clothing. Shirt laundry businesses will find Oust a quick and economical 
pre-treater to help remove embedded food, cosmetic and body oil stains from cuffs and collars with minimal 
brushing.  
 
“In our conversations with customers, specifically in the hospitality and commercial laundry industries, we knew 
that reclamation is a significant area for potential cost-savings,” said Josh Lilley, president of UNX. “Over the past 
year we’ve put significant effort behind developing a new product formula to address this challenge. We’re excited 
to see Oust hit the market and deliver a real money-saving benefit for our customers.” 
 
“The challenge on the research team was to develop a concentrated solvent that would work effectively on a wide 
variety of fabrics and really tackle those stubborn oily stains from make-up, as well as body oil,” according to Chief 
Technology Officer, Ryan Cotroneo. “In our testing, Oust proved highly-effective on embedded stains from food, 
cosmetics and other substances on bed linen, khakis, polos and numerous other fabric types.” 
 
Oust is now available through UNX’s extensive distribution network. Learn more about how Oust can benefit your 
business at https://unxinc.com/product/oust/  or contact a member of the UNX sales team. 

 
 
About UNX 
UNX Industries, Inc. is a privately owned company specializing in commercial quality cleaning chemicals for the 
laundry, housekeeping, warewash and wet cleaning markets; helping customers get things clean the first time, 
every time.  Products are backed by custom designed dispensing equipment and unmatched service from a team 
of industry experts.  UNX provides you ‘A Better Clean.’ 
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